oncol lett 14: 6950-6954, 2017; DoI: 10.3892/ol.2017.7090 Following the publication of the above article, an interested reader drew to our attention the fact that, based on the sequence of the gAPDH primer reported in table I, the authors had apparently performed their experiments with a primer for gAPDH that belonged to a mouse, whereas the cell lines used in this paper were human cell lines. secondly, the primary data were not included in the paper for the cell migration experiments (Fig. 2) , and issues were also raised concerning the presentation of the data in the western blots featured in Fig. 4 .
Upon enquiring with the authors about these matters, they explained that the primer sequence information was presented incorrectly in table I, although the correct primers had in fact been used for this study; the correct primer sequences as they should have been presented are shown in the new version of table I opposite. they were unable to consult their original data for Figs. 2 and 4, and so these experiments have been re-performed; the revised version of Fig. 2 is shown opposite, and that of Fig. 4 is on the subsequent page. the results derived from these repeated experiments concurred with the results and the conclusions already reported in this study. the authors wish to thank the reader for drawing these issues to their attention, and apologize to the editor and to the readership for any inconvenience caused. 
